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Introduction > Shelby County, Tennessee, USA

Northern tip of the Mississippi River Delta—Memphis

• Blues, Soul, Rock & Roll (home of Elvis Presley)

• International multimodal distribution hub (home of FedEx)

• Economy largely dependent on land and low-wage labor 

• Land area is the same as NY, NY but with < 1/8 the 
population

• Labor disputes brought Martin Luther King, Jr. 
to Memphis, where he was assassinated at the 
Lorraine Motel (now the National Civil Rights Museum)

• Blacks and Whites remain largely segregated



Introduction > Shelby County, Tennessee, USA

Memphis and Shelby County: A tale of two populations

• Two separate school systems

• Two separate mayors

• Two separate bodies of elected officials: city council 
and county commission

• Total pop of approximately 1/4M children

• Memphis: 72% Black, 17% White

• Memphis + Shelby: 59% Black, 30% White

• Memphis: 39% of children live in poverty

• Suburban Shelby: 9% of children live in poverty



Introduction > Shelby County, Tennessee, USA

Crises and disparities (year, 2008):

• Infant mortality rate for the county was 12.3 per 1,000 
live births. By race, it was 4.7 for White infants vs. 
17.6 for Black infants

• Preterm births for the county were 11% overall vs. 
13.8% for Blacks only

• Teen pregnancy rate for the county was 69.0 per 1,000 
vs. 91.5 for Blacks only

• Only 67% of city school students were graduating high 
school vs. 96% of county school students

• 53% of all students were receiving free or reduced 
price lunches (proxy for poverty)



Introduction > Shelby County, Tennessee, USA

The county initiated the use of child impact assessments.

• Mayor (Black, Democrat) and a commissioner (White, 
Republican) championed the cause

• Established the Office of Early Childhood and 
Youth (OECY) in 2008

• Gave OECY the mandate to create and 
implement a mechanism for the development of 
child impact statements (CIS)

• Changed the commission’s rules of order to 
require CISs on proposed resolutions and 
ordinances concerning safety, health, education, 
and land use



Introduction > SHELBY Child Impact Assessment

SHELBY Child Impact Assessment

• Mechanism for child impact assessment designed to

• Assess the impact of proposed policies on children 
and youth 

• Advance policies, budgets, and programs important 
to children and youth

Goal:

Generate systemic changes in thinking, planning, and 
decision making to improve the overall community by 
valuing foremost the conditions, experiences, and 
opportunities of its children and youth. 



Workshop overview

How to…

• Investigate

• Design (emphasis)

• Implement

• Manage

Barriers & Opportunities

Q&A



Investigation

Interviews

Mayor

Commissioners

Division directors 
& staff members

Lit ReviewObservations
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Int’l precedents

US precedents

Child dev. lit.

Process maps

Participation

Impact assessment



Investigation

Interviews

Mayor

Commissioners

Division directors 
& staff members

Lit ReviewObservations

UNCRC

Int’l precedents

US precedents

Child dev. lit.

Process maps

Participation

Impact assessment

Job responsibilities,
prior knowledge, 

and commitment to 
children’s rights.

Watched how things 
were actually done.

Piloted prototype.

Identified what could 
work in our context.

Defined scope.



Investigation

The investigation process helped us identify…

• Who we needed to reach

• When we needed to reach them

• What information we needed to give them

• We placed equal emphasis on direct and indirect 
factors impacting child wellbeing

• We chose a wide scope of factors known to impact 
children immediately as well as over the life course…

• Safety, health, education, and land use

• How we needed to reach them



Investigation > With whom to implement

The Who: Our assessment researchers and writers

• Divisions heads and their staff members

• Elected officials and their staff members

• Why these people and not experts? 

• Experts are expensive and we’re poor

• Investigation results showed a collective will 
by these people to learn how to prioritize children 
in their decisions

• Changing thinking from the inside can effect change 

• Because the client said so (our client was the gov’t)



Investigation > When to implement

The When: Our best chance of making a difference…

• Integrate within existing workflows at points early in the 
proposal vetting or policy development process.

• Made workflow maps to identify what points were 
too late and what points were optimal.



Investigation > When to implement

Late Stage

Kids



Investigation > When to implement

Too Late

Kids

Status quo



Investigation > When to implement

Early Stage

Kids



Investigation > When to implement

Proposal
Change

Early Stage

Kids



Investigation > What info and tools to provide

The What: Information resources and decision process

• 300 data graphs from 30+ trusted local, state 
and national sources

• 1,500+ GIS-coded health & human services listings 

• 36 GIS demographics layers

• 22 GIS basemap layers (schools, police, fire, grocery 
stores, predatory lenders, foreclosures, vacant structures, 
brownfields, bus routes, childcare centers, and 
boundaries) 

• Dozens of articles, briefs, and decision scenarios

• And a decision process to make meaningful use of it all



Investigation > How to design the assessment

The How: Our design requirements 

• Must be something all members of all local government 
divisions and agencies can use

• Political insider advice: To avoid acrimony, 
what applies to one must apply to all

• Expert advice: Determinants of child well-being are 
so varied and complex, include all policies—not just 
those that are explicitly for or about children.

• Provide clear instructions

• Provide easy access to information resources

• Change the world



Investigation > How to design the assessment

Assess

Proposal

Standard
Framework

Explore

Proposal

Child-Centered
Framework

Reassess

Proposal

Child-Centered
Proposal



Design > The SHELBY assessment



Starting an assessment > Tutorial



Starting an assessment > Create statement



Starting an assessment > Overview



Investigation > How to design the assessment
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Framework
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Starting an assessment > Overview



Writing an assessment > Step 1, Assess
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Writing an assessment > Step 1, Assess



Investigation > How to design the assessment

Assess

Proposal

Standard
Framework

Explore

Proposal

Child-Centered
Framework
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Child-Centered
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Writing an assessment > Step 2, Explore
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Writing an assessment > Step 2, Explore



Writing an assessment > Step 2, Explore



Writing an assessment > Step 2, Explore



Writing an assessment > Step 2, Explore



Writing an assessment > Step 3, Review
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Writing an assessment > Step 3, Review



Investigation > How to design the assessment

Assess

Proposal

Standard
Framework

Explore

Proposal

Child-Centered
Framework

Reassess

Proposal

Child-Centered
Proposal



Writing an assessment > Step 4, Reassess



Writing an assessment > Step 4, Reassess



Writing an assessment > Step 4, Reassess

Now vs. Then



Writing an assessment > Step 4, Reassess

Inform



Writing an assessment > Step 4, Reassess

Inform



Design > Assessment Strategy > Measure

Before

Proposal

Tab 1 Content

After

Proposal

Tab 4 Content

Change?



Writing an assessment > Step 4, Reassess



Writing an assessment > Step 5, Decide



Writing an assessment > Step 5, Decide



Publishing an assessment



Published assessment



Published assessment



Published assessment



Published assessment



Published assessment



Published assessment



Outputs

Deployed fall of 2009

• 200+ child impact statements published

• Submitted by all county divisions

Topic areas covered include

• Safety

• Health

• Education

• Land use



Outputs

Safety-related impact assessments

• Reduce homelessness among ex-offender adults

• Decrease juvenile offender recidivism

• Increase traffic and pedestrian safety

• Prepare for mass-casualty disasters

• Study potential hazards and mitigate risk

• Comprehensively aid domestic violence victims

• Repair and replace old road bridges



Outputs

Health-related impact assessments

• Reduce childhood obesity, smoking by youth, 
and preventable diseases 

• Remove toxins from homes

• Improve air quality in schools and school buses

• Retain the region’s public safety-net hospital

• Convert brownfields into greenways

• Support carpooling

• Reducing teen pregnancy & improve parenting



Outputs

Education-related impact assessments

• Expand early childhood education

• Support mentoring-based truancy reduction



Outputs

Land-use-related impact assessments

• Repair and expand public infrastructure

• Incorporate consideration for children in long-range 
transportation planning

• Consider impacts of zoning variances on 
neighborhood schools, homes, businesses, medical 
centers, and houses of worship

• Decide whether to award corporate tax abatements 
(PILOTs)



Outputs > Types of SHELBY assessments

Proposal

Issue 
Framing

Proposal

Problem
ID

Proposal

Program
Support

Proposal

Plan
Opposit’n



Outputs > Types of uses served by SHELBY

Proposal

Issue 
Framing

Proposal

Program
Support

Typically safe



Outputs > Types of uses served by SHELBY

Proposal

Problem
ID

Proposal

Plan
Opposit’n

Typically 
not-so-safe



Outcomes > Problems > Content and quality

Change?

Before

Proposal

Tab 1 Content

After

Proposal

Tab 4 Content



Outcomes > Problems > Content and quality

Change?
Yes

Before

Proposal

Tab 1 Content

After

Proposal

Tab 4 Content

Program
Support

Issue 
Framing



Outcomes > Problems > Content and quality
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Outcomes > Problems > Content and quality

Why?
• Lack of community participation

• Lack of accountability

Before

Proposal

Tab 1 Content

After

Tab 4 Content

Proposal



Outcomes > Problems > Content and quality

Assess

Proposal

Little to no
exploration in 
many of the 
published 

statements

Explore

Proposal

Reassess

Little to no
exploration 

meant little to 
no change in 
the proposals

Proposal



Solutions > Content and quality

Engage community stakeholders, including youth, 
in assessment research and writing to acquire

• Individual, interpersonal (i.e. family), and neighborhood-
level insights

• Accountability of elected and appointed officials via 
constituent involvement



Solutions > Circulating an assessment 



Circulate assessment > Engage community
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Circulate assessment > Engage community

Change?

Before

Tab 1 Content

After

Proposal

Tab 4 Content

Proposal

Plan
Opposit’n



Circulate assessment > Engage community

Change?
Yes, but…

still hit a wall

Before

Tab 1 Content

After

Proposal

Tab 4 Content

Proposal

Plan
Opposit’n



Circulate assessment > Engage community

Proposal
Change

Early Stage

Kids

Status 
quo



Solutions > Furthering accountability > Staff

Oversight by a third party agency is needed. 
Specific services of that agency should include

• Coordination

• Advising

• Reviewing



Solutions > Furthering accountability > Staff

Coordinator
Keep info resources 
up-to-date

Train users

Ensure users 
adhere to protocols

ReviewerAdvisor

Works w/ designers, 
programmers, 

data entry staff, 
and trainers

Works w/ users 
and community 
stakeholders

Works with 
coordinator 
and advisor

Assist writers, esp. 
those with difficulty 
making connections 
between the proposal 
and child wellbeing.

Engage community if 
not already involved

Review content

Assess quality

Write objections 
when needed



Solutions > Furthering accountability > Report

Recommend a periodic staff report on child impact 
assessment outcomes broken down by government 
division/agency. Measures include

• Extent of child, youth and parent engagement

• Extent of community/neighborhood engagement

• Depth and breadth of connections addressed in 
published child impact assessments

• Constructiveness of recommendations

• Appropriateness of decisions

• Whether votes match recommendations



Conclusions > Barriers

• Accountability

• Lack of accountability to community stakeholders 
weakened content and quality

• Influence

• Political attrition of influential supporters hurt us

• Power of status quo pushed back: Weakened 
content, quality, and regularity of use

• Infrastructure

• Gov’t was willing to budget for “tools” but not for 
human beings needed to staff the program

• Lack of community & youth input was missed opp. 



Conclusions > Opportunities

• Increase knowledge about and voices of 

• Child

• Parent

• Neighborhood

• Reduce disparities experienced by

• Child

• Parent

• Neighborhood



Thank You!

Michael Schmidt
mschmidt@memphis.edu

Julie Coffey
jcoffey@buildingbrightfutures.org

https://shelbychildimpact.org
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Q&A

Michael Schmidt
mschmidt@memphis.edu

Julie Coffey
jcoffey@buildingbrightfutures.org

https://shelbychildimpact.org

mailto:mschmidt@memphis.edu
mailto:jcoffey@buildingbrightfutures.org
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mailto:jcoffey@buildingbrightfutures.org
https://shelbychildimpact.org


Solutions > Screening

Topic: Zoning

Alerts Responders

Safety

Health

Education

Land-
Use

Potential to help or harm 
neighborhood stability, 
social supports, or forms 
of access.

Office of Planning & Dev., 
Public Works, Econ Dev., 
CBOs 

Potential for insufficient 
fire and other emergency 
services due to proposed 
actions.

Health Department, EPAPotential for air, soil or 
water pollution due to 
proposed actions.

Office of Advanced 
Planning (for school 
system)

Potential for increases in 
race and SES disparities 
due to proposed actions.

Office of Planning & Dev., 
Public Works, Land Use 
Control Board, CBOs 


